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Only one H1 heading on the landing page

One to four H2 headings

H2-H4 topics are next in the hierarchy

Headings are written from the reader’s
point of view
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Optimize  Headings

Headings break down the sections of
your page.
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Meta description is unique to this page

It is under 150 characters

It contains your keywords/phrases

Addresses pain points or proves the
value

Contains a call to action
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Meta Descriptions

The meta description is a short
summary of your page for search

engines to present. 
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Images clearly relate to page topic

File names are customized with a key
phrase

Use keywords in the alt text and the
caption

Images are properly sized

You have at least one unique, original
graphic

The page has favicon
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Images

Images help the reader engage with
your article but can slow down page

loading time. 
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Short 

Descriptive

Uses keywords or keyphrase
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Anchor Text 

Anchor text is the clickable hyperlink
text that takes visitors to your landing

page.
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It’s readable

Contains keyword or phrase

Less than 60 characters

Use hyphens or underscores to separate 
words

No special characters or random
numbers
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Landing Page URL

The web address of your page.
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Keep Improving!
Use this checklist on your best-selling
product, any other product you want to sell
more, and your home page.

Continue to build and refine your keywords
and phrases.

Intentionally build your content starting now
using all the points on this checklist. 

Delete pages on your site that do not relate
to your current business.

Update old pages' headers and keywords
within the first paragraph to ensure website
crawlers have the most accurate keywords
for your business. 

Add text with keywords to your podcast
episodes and infographics.

Create a sitemap if you do not have one. 
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Glossary
Alt text - Alternative text is the text that
describes the images on web pages. 

Crawling - The process by which search
engines discover your web pages.

Keywords - Words that describe the content
on your page.

Meta description  - A paragraph that describes
the content of your page, They often show in
search results.

Sitemap - A list of URLs on your site that
crawlers can use to discover and index your
content.

Traffic - Visits to a website.

URL - Uniform Resource Locators are the
locations or addresses for individual pieces of
content on the web.

https://moz.com/learn/seo/url
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Continuing to optimize your SEO will increase
your ROI and help launch your business to

the next level by bringing new visitors to your
site. 

 
The key is being consistent. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We'd love to chat about your Kajabi
Management strategy. Set up a free 30-

minute call today.
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What's Next?

Let's chat
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